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We present a unique design and fabrication process for a lateral, gate-confined double quantum dot

in an accumulation mode metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) structure coupled to an integrated

microwave resonator. All electrostatic gates for the double quantum dot are contained in a single

metal layer, and use of the MOS structure allows for control of the location of the two-dimensional

electron gas via the location of the accumulation gates. Numerical simulations of the electrostatic

confinement potential are performed along with an estimate of the coupling of the double quantum

dot to the microwave resonator. Prototype devices are fabricated and characterized by transport

measurements of electron confinement and reflectometry measurements of the microwave

resonator. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4890835]

I. INTRODUCTION

The ability to trap individual electrons in semiconductor

quantum dots has lead to great progress towards enabling

full quantum manipulation of their charge and spin in nano-

scale solid state devices.1–3 In particular, there has been

much interest in realizing charge4–6 and spin qubits2,3,7,8 in

lateral double quantum dots due to the ability to tune the

qubit energy splitting via an electrostatic gate controlling the

tunnel coupling between the individual quantum dots.1,4

Readout of quantum dots has traditionally been performed

by direct current (DC) transport measurements, either

through the double quantum dots1 or by using an auxiliary

current-biased quantum point contact (QPC) to monitor the

charge state.2,3 More recently, embedding the QPC in a LC

tank circuit with a resonant frequency of �100–400 MHz

has enabled faster, single-shot readout by nondispersively

monitoring the loss on resonance.3,9

Circuit quantum electrodynamics (cQED) in supercon-

ducting qubits has enabled fast, quantum non-demolition

measurements. This is accomplished by coupling the super-

conducting qubit to a several gigahertz frequency microwave

resonator via the qubit transition electric dipole moment, a

quantum interaction that is well described by the Jaynes-

Cumming Hamiltonian.10 When the qubit and resonator are

detuned by many linewidths, the interaction is dispersive and

readout via the resonator microwave field is a fully quantum

non-demolition measurement.12 This has allowed coupling

multiple qubits via the resonator,13 continuous weak mea-

surement,14 creation of flying qubits,15 initial state purifica-

tion,16 and stabilization of the qubit Rabi state via quantum

feedback.17

In this paper, we report a unique design for a microwave

resonator coupled double quantum dot in Si, with the goal of

integrating the cQED architecture with semiconducting

qubits. The coupling is very similar to that reported in previ-

ous resonator-coupled GaAs/AlGaAs double quantum

dots,18,19 with the resonator conductors connected to the dou-

ble dot plunger gates so that the microwave voltage directly

couples to the Fermi levels, and hence the charge states, of

the dots. Our quantum dot is an electrostatically gate defined

silicon metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) structure utilizing

accumulation mode field effect to create a two-dimensional

electron gas (2DEG). This allows for lithographically fabri-

cated accumulation gates to determine where the 2DEG will

exist in the substrate and keep it spatially decoupled from

the microwave resonator, limiting high frequency loading

from the 2DEG conductivity and capacitance. In contrast,

the chemically defined 2DEG in GaAs/AlGaAs heterostruc-

tures must be etched away before fabricating the resonator.

Using Si also eliminates piezoelectric acoustic phonon

coupling,20 which has been implicated in loss and limiting

coherence times in GaAs/AlGaAs devices.4,19,21 Finally, Si

has the potential for long spin coherence due to small spin-

orbit coupling3,20 and the possibility to eliminate the nuclear

spin bath by isotopic purification;22 singlet-triplet spin qubits

in Si/SiGe8 without purification have T�2 an order of magni-

tude longer than in the typical GaAs7 devices.

While the double-dot/resonator coupling is via the qubit

electric dipole moment, the ultimate goal is to couple the

semiconductor spin degree of freedom, which in Si has a life-

time approaching �1 s.3,22–24 At an estimated coupling rate
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of �100 Hz,25 directly coupling the electron spin magnetic

field to the resonator is nearly impossible for cQED. Instead,

our design would employ electric dipole spin resonance

(EDSR)26–28 via a strong magnetic field gradient28 to couple

the spin to the resonator. Using EDSR in this manner to cou-

ple a spin in a semiconductor double quantum to a microwave

resonator has been analyzed in Ref. 29, where the authors

found that isotopically purified silicon is the only material

capable of achieving the strong coupling limit of cQED. We

leave the precise technique to add the field gradient for future

work and is itself not a trivial fabrication process. The first

step towards using EDSR to couple the spin to a microwave

resonator has recently been demonstrated by using the micro-

wave resonator to readout the spin state of a double quantum

dot in InAs nanowires via strong spin-orbit EDSR.30

The layout of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we

describe the device geometry and fabrication details. In

Sec. III, we discuss the numerical simulations that were used

to guide device design. Section IV contains the results of

experimental characterization of device functionality and

Sec. V contains a brief summary and conclusions.

II. DEVICE LAYOUT AND FABRICATION PROCESS

Fig. 1 is an optical image of our resonator-coupled dou-

ble quantum dot at the largest length scales of the device.

The short dashed blue box outlines the microwave resonator,

which is a shorted, 6 GHz quarter-wavelength section of

coplanar stripline (CPS). The long dashed green box outlines

the shorting termination. This is actually a �50 pF capacitor

which is a short at 6 GHz but is an open at low frequencies

allowing us to individually DC bias each resonator conduc-

tor. This is distinct from Refs. 18 and 19, which do not use

the resonator conductors to apply DC biases. At the electric

field antinode, the resonator conductors become the left and

right plunger gates of each quantum dot, which are within

the solid red box. The “X” shaped structure within this box

is the two metal-oxide accumulation gates beneath which the

2DEG is located at the semiconductor-oxide interface. These

gates are labeled TR and TL in Fig. 2(a). This is a standard

MOS geometry with mobile electrons for the 2DEG coming

from the n-type degenerately doped ohmic contacts. A posi-

tive bias on these gates accumulates the 2DEG. The ohmics

contacts are labeled 1–4 in Fig. 1. RF1 and RF2 are the wire

bond pads for the microwave carrier, which is coupled to the

resonator via finger capacitors and differentially excited with

a 180� microstrip ring hybrid. This differential excitation

puts the full resonator voltage drop across the two plunger

gates, so that the Fermi level in one dot oscillates in the

direction opposite to the Fermi level in the other dot. These

bond pads are large to minimize inductance. Also visible in

the figure are several aluminum wire bonds. They are

attached to a much smaller set of bond pads for the DC

biases. The thin size of the leads from these pads to the rest

of the device is to increase the series inductance and choke

out any residual high frequency noise.

Fig. 2(a) shows a SEM image of the accumulation

metal-oxide gates, false-colored in red and labeled TR and

TL, which determine the location of the 2DEG in the vicinity

of the quantum dot electron confinement gates. The resonator

conductors are false colored-blue and are also the plunger

gates for the two dots, PL and PR. The resonator conductors

are well decoupled from the 2DEG as shown by the spatial

separation in this figure. The inset focuses on these confine-

ment gates, with a length scale very similar to that success-

fully used in previous Si quantum dots.5,31,32

The confinement gates are a mostly standard set of

quantum dot confinement gates; however, the plunger gates

controlling the dot charge states are unique in that they are

operated in accumulation mode at positive bias. Their vertical

FIG. 1. Large scale view of the device. The electron confinement gates are

located within the red solid box and are not visible on this scale. The “X”

within this box is the two accumulation gates creating the 2DEG. Inside the

short dashed blue box lies the CPS resonator and the coupling capacitors for

the microwave wire bond feed. Within the long dashed green box lies the

�50 pF shorting capacitor that is the bias tee combining the DC PL and PR

bias voltage with the microwave carrier.

FIG. 2. (a) SEM of the electron confinement gates and the 2DEG accumula-

tion gates, which are false colored red. The plunger gates PR and PL are false

colored blue and emphasize the spatial decoupling of the microwave resona-

tor from the 2DEG. The inset SEM details the electron confinement gates.

(b) A schematic cross section of the MOS accumulation structure in this

device (not to scale).
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orientation should reduce the capacitive division of the

applied bias, as observed in another Si MOS double quantum

dot with accumulation mode plunger gates.33 This should

help to maximize the coupling of the ground state quantum

voltage fluctuations of the resonator differential mode into

the double dot. The depletion side gates are labeled LT,B and

RT,B, and the U gate controls the tunnel coupling between the

left and right dots. The QPC gates are QL,R.

Other than in Ref. 33, the plunger gates in Si MOS and

Si/SiGe double quantum dots that we are aware of operate in

depletion mode. We do not use a global top gate to accumulate

the 2DEG like other existing Si device designs,3,6,8,23,31,32,35

because we cannot have this top gate overlap with the plunger

gates or the quantum dots. The plunger gates are also the

microwave resonator conductors, and if the plunger and top

gates overlapped this would not only lead to resistive loss by

the reservoir electrons but also creates an additional capacitive

load, both severely degrading resonator performance. A global

top gate that is deposited to be non-overlapping would first

require depositing an insulating oxide layer followed by an

additional metal layer that is aligned with nanometer scale

precision above the quantum dot gates, resulting in additional

fabrication complexity.

The devices are fabricated from commercially available

Si wafers from Topsil that are float-zone grown in the h100i
orientation, n-type with room temperature resistivity in

excess of 10 kX cm. Fabrication begins with ion-implantation

of the phosphorous donors in the ohmic contact regions.

These must be degenerately doped beyond the metal-

insulator transition to ensure device operation below liquid

He temperatures. This is followed by creation of the 100 nm

thick SiO2 gate oxide barrier by dry thermal oxidation at

1000 �C. Next, this oxide on the ohmic contacts is etched

away with hydrofluoric acid (HF), and metal contacts are

deposited consisting of 5 nm Ti on the bare Si surface and

40 nm Au on top for the wire bond pads. After this is the

electron-beam write for the metal lithography, defining the

gates, resonator conductors, metal leads, and wire bond pads.

With the exception of the ohmic contacts, all other metals are

20 nm thick Al deposited in a custom built electron-beam

evaporator designed for fabrication of superconducting

qubits.16,17 Finally, the shunting capacitor is finished with

200 nm thick plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposited

(PECVD) SiO2 dielectric and a 50 nm thick Al upper capaci-

tor plate. A schematic cross section of the device, showing

the metal-oxide structures but excluding the shorting capaci-

tor, is shown in Fig. 2(b), emphasizing that all the confine-

ment and accumulation gates are defined in a single metal

layer. The final step is a forming gas anneal to reduce the

interface trap density.

Similar MOS devices built using these fabrication techni-

ques are measured to have a mobility of 10 000–15 000 cm2/V s

at 4.2 K.34 This is comparable to previous Si MOS quantum

dots.3,23

III. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

To simulate the device, we first find the electrostatic

confinement potential by numerically and self consistently

solving Poisson’s equation with the accumulated 2DEG

charge density given in the semiclassical Thomas-Fermi

approximation36,37

r � jr/ rð Þð Þ ¼ �4pq2DEG rð Þ;

q2DEG rð Þ ¼ �e
m�t
p�h2

EF � E0ð Þd zð Þ EF > E0;

q2DEG rð Þ ¼ 0 EF < E0:

Here, j is the material-dependent dielectric constant,

/ðrÞ is the electrostatic potential, q2DEG is the 2DEG

charge density, m�t is the Si transverse electron effective

mass, EF is the Fermi energy, and E0 is the energy of the

bottom of the lowest 2DEG subband. The Si-SiO2 interface

is at z¼ 0 and perpendicular to the z direction, and by using

d(z) we are ignoring the spatial extent of the wave function

in the direction of confinement. Since field-effect 2DEGs in

Si-SiO2 are typically within �5 nm of the interface and are

of the same order in extent,36 this is a very good approxima-

tion. The space, oxide, and interface charges are ignored, as

are issues of valley physics. The final valley degeneracy is

lifted by the electric field and the interface, but the

magnitude of the splitting depends very sensitively on the

atomic-level interface details.3,35,36 E0 implicitly depends

on /ðrÞ, essentially because the gate bias must bend the

conduction band below EF before the 2DEG can form. The

result is that a threshold bias VT
36,38 must be applied before

the 2DEG forms; we measured this to be 1.2–1.4 V before

transport occurs in our devices. The commercial program

COMSOL Multiphysics was used39 for the numerical solu-

tion. The resulting 2DEG density is shown in Fig. 3(a) for

the applied gate bias boundary conditions shown in

Fig. 3(c).

The resulting electrostatic potential at the Si-SiO2 inter-

face is shown in Fig. 3(b). The thin white lines in this figure

are equipotential lines with 5 mV spacing, and we find

electrostatic potential maxima below the two plunger gates

PL,R. Multiplying by the electron charge �e, these become

potential energy minima of �20 meV for confining electrons

in the quantum dots. The double quantum dot ground state

and first excited state energies and wave function envelopes

are found within the effective mass approximation36,37 by

using COMSOL to numerically solve Schr€odinger’s equation

with this electrostatic potential energy, again using the aniso-

tropic effective mass of silicon. The ground state wave func-

tion envelope is shown in Fig. 3(d) for the region within the

black dashed line in Fig. 3(b) and shows the bonding symme-

try. The first excited state envelope for the same region is

shown in Fig. 3(e) with the anti-bonding symmetry and has a

3 GHz ground state energy difference. This number is a

rough order of magnitude estimate, and we anticipate that

the fine tuning of the U gate will be required to set the

desired operating point.

Coupling a double quantum dot charge qubit40 to a

microwave resonator is analogous to coupling a Cooper pair

box superconducting qubit11 to the same resonator. At the

charge degeneracy point, the Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian

with qubit frequency xq, resonator frequency xr, and qubit-

resonator coupling g0 is

044503-3 Schmidt et al. J. Appl. Phys. 116, 044503 (2014)
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HJC ¼
1

2
�hxq þ

1

2
�hxra

†aþ �hg0 a†r� þ arþ
� �

;

g0 ¼
eV0

rms

�h
a:

Here, a† creates a resonator photon and rþ=� are the

qubit Pauli operators. In the coupling term, V0
rms is the reso-

nator ground state RMS voltage fluctuation, and a¼Cg/CR is

the lever arm describing the voltage division of the plunger

capacitance Cg by the total capacitance to ground CR. At

charge degeneracy, this coupling term g0 is the same for

both the charge double quantum dot and Cooper pair box

qubits.11,40 A g0=�h of 10–50 MHz is observed for charge

coupling in III–V double quantum dots,18,19,30 the same

order of magnitude as observed for Cooper pair boxes.10,15

Because both III–V and Si double quantum dots have similar

a31–33,41–44 and similar V0
rms owing to similar planar trans-

mission line structures, we expect the charge coupling in our

Si device to have the same order of magnitude.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL CHARACTERIZATION

All experiments were performed in an Oxford

Instruments Triton cryogen-free dilution refrigerator at tem-

peratures below 15 mK. All low frequency measurement

wiring is filtered at the mixing chamber, first through a lossy

Eccosorb CR124 100 MHz low pass filter, which has been

demonstrated to attenuate frequencies up to 40 GHz.45 This

is followed by a surface mount RC p low pass filter with a

1 kHz cutoff.

To test the ability to confine charge, we made a series of

DC electronic transport measurements in a device similar to

the one in Figs. 1 and 2(a). Figure 4(a) shows a plot of current

through the device on a log scale as a function of bias voltage

on the left and right plunger gates PL,R. Ohmic contacts 1 and

4 form the source and drain with bias voltage of 100 lV in a

standard AC lock-in technique at 13 Hz using a Stanford

Research Systems SR810. Overlaid on top of this is the

honeycomb charge stability diagram expected for transport

through a double quantum dot in Coulomb blockade,1,3 and

analysis of this yields plunger gate capacitances of 7–8 aF.

The left QPC is biased by applying a 1 nA current bias

to ohmics 1–2, while a bias voltage on QL brings this channel

close to pinch-off. The QPC conductance measured with the

same lock-in technique above is shown in Figure 4(b) as a

function of left plunger PL voltage. Red arrows mark peaks

due to charging events in the left dot, which are repeatable.

Figures 4(a) and 4(b) indicate that our double quantum dot is

indeed exhibiting single electron charging.

However, when we try to measure the charge stability

from transport through the dots over a wider range of gate

bias, we find the current resonances shown in Fig. 4(c). We

cannot get consistent honeycomb patterns over a large

bias range. A qualitative explanation for this is given in the

summary, Sec. V.

In Fig. 4(a), gates TR,L and QR,L were biased at 4 V,

while LT,B, RT,B, and U were at 1 V. In Fig. 4(c), TR,L and

FIG. 3. Numerical simulations (see

text for details) (a) 2DEG induced at

the Si-SiO2 interface and (b) interface

electrostatic potential. (c) Applied gate

bias voltages setting boundary condi-

tions. (d) Ground state wave function

envelope for the region in the black

dashed box in (b). (e) First excited

state wave function envelope.
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QR,L were at 4 V, LT,B and RT,B were at 1.2 V, and U was at

0.95 V. For Fig. 4(b), these gates were in a different bias re-

gime. TL was 4.5 V, and QL was 401.5 mV below TL to put

the QPC near pinch-off. The side gates LT,B and RT,B were at

�1.5 V to shut off transport from the quantum dot to the

2DEG, and U was also at �1.5 V to isolate the two dots. The

negative biases on these confinement gates required the

larger compensating plunger gate voltages in Fig. 4(b).

Microwave measurements of the resonator were made in

reflection using a vector network analyzer (VNA). The

incoming microwaves are thermalized by attenuators with

values of 20 dB at 4 K, 20 dB at the still, and 20 dB at base

temperature on the mixing chamber. From there, they are

sent though a circulator to reflect off the device and on return

pass through an additional isolator to a NbTi superconduct-

ing coaxial line. This line sends the signal to a Low Noise

Factory LNF-LNC4_8A HEMT amplifier at 4 K. Fig. 5(a)

shows measurements of the reflected amplitude at �150

dBm input power, including the overall system gain, and

Fig. 5(b) shows the phase. The bond pads were connected to

a 180� hybrid for differential excitation via 1 cm wire bonds

connected to RF1,2 in Fig. 1. This adds series inductance,

FIG. 4. Transport characterization of electron confinement. (a) Current resonances as function of plunger gate bias forming honeycomb charge stability

regions. (b) QPC conductance as a function of left plunger gate bias showing single electron charging events (arrows). (c) Inconsistent honeycombs over large

plunger gate bias ranges.

FIG. 5. Microwave resonator reflection

coefficient data (a) magnitude, includ-

ing overall gain of the measurement

chain. (b) Phase and (c) real part, with

the time delay adjusted to set the

reference to the input plane of the reso-

nator. The fit is to a Lorentzian. (d)

Power dependence of the internal qual-

ity factor, characterizing resonator in-

ternal losses.
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modifying the complex impedance away from the

Lorentzian approximation for a resonator. Assuming that the

wire bond impedance is purely reactive, we fit the real part

of the reflection, removing the time delay so that the reflec-

tion data are measured with respect to resonator. The result-

ing fit to a Lorentzian is very good, as shown in Fig. 5(c) for

�150 dBm. From the fit, we extract a resonant frequency f0
of 5.511 GHz, which is down from the 6 GHz set by the

transmission line length due to the reactive loading of the

wire bonds and coupling capacitors. The resonator Q of 307

breaks down to an external Qext of 411 and an internal Qint

of 1210, so that the resonator is over-coupled. This Q trans-

lates to a half-power bandwidth of 18 MHz, which would

allow measurement of fast charge dynamics.

The power dependence of Qint is plotted in Fig. 5(d)

from �150 dBm to �70 dBm. Using �n ¼ 4PinQ2=ðQext�hx0Þ,
where Pin is the steady state input power, this corresponds to

an average photon number �n of order 0.01 to 106. Over this

range, Qint is observed to climb from 1210 to 1530. To dem-

onstrate that this loss is due to the PECVD SiO2 dielectric in

the shorting capacitor, we fabricated a device with this ca-

pacitor replaced by an Al shorting stub and measured Qint to

be above 10 000 at �150 dBm for a Qext of 2000. This

PECVD SiO2 internal loss and internal loss power depend-

ence are far less than previously reported for LC resonator

capacitors46 or for coplanar waveguide (CPW) transmission

line resonators.47 This may be due to the fact that for our

devices, the shorting capacitor is at a voltage node where the

resonator voltage is minimal, but more comprehensive work

is required to demonstrate this.

V. SUMMARY

We have designed and developed a fabrication process

for a Si double quantum dot coupled to a microwave resona-

tor. We have performed simple numerical simulations to ver-

ify dot charge confinement and estimate the double

dot–resonator vacuum coupling strength. We have fabricated

test devices and characterized the quantum dot charge con-

finement through DC transport measurements and the micro-

wave resonator spectrum with a VNA. The resonant

frequency is 5.511 GHz with Qint/Qext¼ 3 in the overcoupled

regime, while the total Q¼ 307 gives a line width of

18 MHz. The over-coupling allows for pulsed time-domain

detection of dispersive resonant frequency shifts in the phase

of a homodyne measurement. The fastest resolvable phase

change is �60 ns, set by the inverse line width, which is well

within the charge relaxation T1 seen in Si charge qubits.6

The DC transport measurements demonstrate the charge

confinement for the device, but Fig. 4(c) shows that the

charge stability honeycombs are not found over a wide

enough gate bias range. One explanation for this is that the

2DEG accumulation gates TL,R become too narrow where

they come near the confinement gates LT,B and RT,B, as

shown between the arrows in Fig. 6(d), so that the 2DEG in

fact becomes sub two-dimensional in this region. Then, our

double quantum dot, with honeycomb current resonances

shown schematically in Fig. 6(a), is in series with short, sub

2D channels with regions of allowed and forbidden

conductance, shown schematically in Fig. 6(c), and the

resulting total series conductance is shown schematically in

Fig. 6(c). This is a very qualitative representation of the data

in Fig. 4(c). A detailed experimental study of sub 2D reser-

voir behavior is given in Ref. 48 and its analysis the context

of other quantum dot transport phenomena is given in

Ref. 49.

In hindsight, this problem can be identified in the 2DEG

density simulation shown in Fig. 3(a) by noting that the 2DEG

density drops and becomes non-uniform over very short

lengths where TL,R narrow at the gap between the confinement

gates LT,B and RT,B. However, due to the use of the semi-

classical Thomas-Fermi approximation, the lowering of

dimensionality is not properly captured. The solution to this is

to make the narrow part of the gates, shown between the

Fig. 6(d) arrows, wider to�300 nm, or �30 times the Si trans-

verse effective mass Thomas-Fermi screening length.36,37

After this, there is more non-trivial testing to be done.

One test is to demonstrate that the double dot can be com-

pletely depleted of electrons, so that the few-electron regime

can be reached, followed by showing that the splitting of the

lowest two valleys is large, similar to the 100–750 lV meas-

ured in previous Si MOS quantum dots.3,35,36 Both of these

are necessary for spin manipulation of Si double dot devices.

Simultaneously with this is demonstration of dispersive read-

out of the honeycomb charge stability diagrams with the

FIG. 6. Schematic representation for the failure to achieve consistent long

range honey combs with sweeps of plunger gate bias. (a) Cartoon of the dou-

ble quantum dot honeycomb current peaks as a function of gate bias. (b)

Cartoon of the sub two- dimensional conductance in the region marked by

arrows in (d), giving regions of allowed conductance, marked in yellow, sur-

rounded by regions of forbidden conductance. (c) Cartoon of what transport

measurements of (a) and (b) in series would look like. (d) The region of the

accumulation gate marked with the yellow arrows is where the 2DEG

becomes sub two-dimensional.
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microwave resonator, as done previously in III–V devi-

ces.18,19,30 Attempts will be made to make a simple charge

qubit and use the resonator for dispersive readout in pulsed

time-domain experiments.

The primary distinguishing feature of our prototype is

that at the time of submission of this manuscript, it is the first

resonator coupled double quantum dot using silicon as the

semiconductor host material, in a geometry suitable for dis-

persive, quantum non-demolition cQED measurements11–17

and an attempt to reach the resonator-qubit strong coupling

regime of cQED.10,11,29,40 While we do not prescribe a path

for adding the magnetic field gradient to achieve EDSR28

enabled spin-resonator cQED29 coupling, the single metal

layer defining the double quantum dot is an excellent starting

point on top of which to fabricate additional magnetic

nanostructures.
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